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Introduction

The SCS Instant Messaging (IM) service provides users with a powerful text-based communication system that can be utilized locally or remotely (depending on system configuration).

Because the IM service utilizes XMPP, it can be used with a variety of different IM clients – for example, the 3456 UC soft client, and Pidgin. The client of choice for your network is very much at the discretion of your network administrator. The process of registering to most XMPP clients is fairly similar across the board, although some terminology may differ. Most of the widely used clients are well supported online in the form of FAQs and forums. In this guide we’ll focus primarily on the 3456 and Pidgin.

As well as simple chat, the SCS also provides an assistant called MyBuddy which can communicate with and receive orders through your IM client, allowing you to receive call notifications and control calls.

Topics discussed in this guide include:

- Installing and configuring messaging clients
- Contact lists
- Presence
- Basic messaging
- Transitioning from instant messaging to a telephone call
- MyBuddy
- Chat rooms
- Transitioning from chat rooms to conference calls
Installing Messaging Clients

**Note:** Before proceeding, ensure that Instant Messaging has been enabled on your SCS user account. You will need to know your IM ID and IM password; by default both values are your SCS user ID.

The SCS Instant Messaging service supports the 3456 UC soft client and Pidgin messaging client. Other XMPP Instant Messaging clients are available so always check with your system administrator before installing software because there may be a preferred client of choice on your network.

**Configuring the Avaya 3456 UC Soft Client**

To configure the messaging facility on the 3456 you will need to create an additional XMPP account alongside the existing SCS SIP account used to make and receive voice calls.

**Note:** if your 3456 is provisioned by the SCS and if Instant Messaging has been enabled on your SCS account, then you should find that an XMPP account has already been configured on your client, in which case further configuration is not necessary and the client is ready for Instant Messaging.

1. Open the **File** menu and click on **Account Settings**.

2. If your client has already been configured for use with the SCS XMPP messaging service you will see two account listed – 1 SIP account and 1 XMPP account. If an XMPP account with your user ID already exists then configuration is complete.
If there is no XMPP account listed in the account window, you will need to manually create one. Click on the **Add** button and select **New XMPP Account**.

3. Enter a name for the account. The account name can be anything and is required purely for identification purposes.

4. Enter a **Jabber ID**, this is your IM ID and server name in an address format – `john@scs.business.com` for example. Your IM ID should be the same as your SCS User ID, unless the system administrator has changed it. You can check your IM ID by logging into the SCS user interface and navigating to the **Instant Messaging** link found on the **My Information** screen.
5. Enter your IM password. Again, by default this is set as your SCS User ID by default, but can be changed by you or the administrator. If you do not know your IM password, check with the SCS administrator.

6. Enter a display name. This is the name that others will see when they add you to their contact list or when you communicate with them.

7. The new account is shown in the account list beneath the SIP account. Tick its **Enabled** check-box and then click the **Apply** button.

8. The Status column will read **Ready** when the account is active. Click **OK** to return to the soft client interface.
Once your account is registered you can use the 3456’s IM facility to send and receive Instant Messages to members of your IM contact list. To learn how to send messages skip ahead to ‘Contact Lists’.

**Configuring Pidgin Instant Messaging Client**

Pidgin is just one of many available XMPP compatible Instant Messaging clients. The following instructions will show you how to register your SCS IM account details as a new account on the client. Once registered, you will be able to send and receive Instant Messages over the SCS network, and (depending on network configuration) across the Internet to other messaging domains.

1. Start the Pidgin client.

2. If no accounts are configured on Pidgin the Welcome screen will be displayed. Click **Add** to begin account registration.

3. Open the **Protocol** drop-down menu and select **XMPP**.

4. Enter your IM user name. By default your IM user name should be the same as your SCS User ID. Check with your SCS administrator if you are unsure of your user name.
5. Enter the domain of the SCS, including the host name, for example `scs1.scsnetwork.local`.

6. Enter your Instant Messaging password. By default this should be your SCS User ID. If you are unsure of your IM password consult your SCS administrator. Tick the **Remember Password** check-box for quicker logging in if required.

**Note:** Certain IM settings, including your password, can be changed within the SCS User Interface. See the *End User* guide for coverage of these settings.
7. Enter a **Local Alias**, this is the name that will show up in the Pidgin chat window and on other users’ Buddy lists.

8. Depending on how the network is configured you may need to adjust the proxy settings. Click on the **Proxy** tab to access these options. See the Pidgin website for more detailed help on connection settings.

9. Click **Save** once all settings have been entered. If all settings have been entered correctly then your account should register and the Buddy window should appear.

10. Depending on what Buddy display settings have been configured within the SCS IM settings and the Pidgin client you may or may not initially see a list of SCS Buddies upon registration. A few separate variables determine whether or not Buddies display in the Pidgin list, these will be covered in the following section ‘Contact Lists’.
Contact Lists

It should not be assumed that because an IM account is successfully registered against a client you will automatically see a list of online and offline contacts. There are a number of conditions that control the availability of contact lists, not least of which is whether or not your SCS account is 1) a member of an Instant Messaging-enabled SCS group; and 2) whether or that group has been given permission to publish the group contact list in the client interface when you register your account. If the option to display other IM group members is disabled then you will have to add contact manually.

Likewise, If your user account is not a member of an Instant Messaging-enabled SCS group you will not automatically be provided access to contacts, in which case you will have to manually add contacts to your client. These are decisions that will ultimately be made by your system administrator, and are to a certain extent out of your control.

What is within your control, however, is how your client behaves. By default Pidgin is configured to only display online contacts. Therefore, even if you are part of a group and that group has been configured to share the whole contact list when clients register, if those accounts are offline when you log in you will be confronted with an empty Buddy list. However, by navigating to the Buddies menu and selecting Show>Offline Buddies you can see all contacts, regardless of availability.

In the right-hand screenshot you can see that the client is displaying all contacts regardless of availability. You can also see that all of these contacts are members of the 'IM' group, which is an SCS-created user group enabled with Instant Messaging settings.
If your user account is a member of an Instant Messaging-enabled SCS group you can view the other members of the group in an automatically generated contact list that can be configured to appear in the client interface. This contact list will take on the same name as the SCS group. In the example above, the user’s SCS user group, ‘IM’, has been added to the client. All members of the group are displayed.

**Note:** The group contact list will only be displayed in your client interface if this feature has been enabled in your SCS user group. See your SCS administrator if you are unable to see the IM contact list.

Being a member of a specific IM-enabled group does not mean that it is impossible to add contacts from elsewhere in the SCS domain. Non-grouped SCS users can be added to your contact list so long as they have an enabled IM account and a client. Also, depending on network settings, it may also be possible to add IM contacts from other IM services – Google Talk for example. The next section will discuss adding contacts to your IM client.
Adding Contacts

Each type of IM client has its own process for adding an IM contact or Buddy, it would be impossible to cover all clients in this document. In order to show two different approaches we'll focus on the Avaya 3456 and Pidgin in this section.

Adding IM Contacts to the Avaya 3456

The first thing to remember about the 3456 is that it is a phone as well as an IM client, and as such its contact list is not dedicated purely to IM; it carries Phonebook contacts as well. Thankfully, if the client is provisioned and managed by the SCS, phone contacts are stored in the ‘Work’ group and IM contacts are listed in a separate contact group, named after the user’s IM group (this could be named anything, for example, sales_group, support, instant messaging users, etc) so there is a clear distinction between the two sets of contacts. For the purpose of illustrating this point in this guide, in the example below the Instant Messaging contact list is contained in a group named ‘IM’ after the SCS user group of which this particular user is a member. Phone contacts are gathered in the ‘Work’ group. One of the easiest ways to tell these two sets of contacts apart is the Presence status displayed next to each IM contact.

New IM contacts can be added to any group within the contact list, but it is recommended that IM contacts are added to the messaging group for easier management.

To add a contact:

1. Right-click on the messaging group in the contact list and select Add Contact to Group.
2. In the profile window, enter the contact’s first and last name. The Display name will populate automatically with the first and last name as you type.

3. In the **Jabber Number/Address** field, enter the IM ID of the contact you wish to add. If the contact is an SCS user from within the same domain then there is a good chance that their IM ID is the same as their SCS ID – this is often their extension number.

   If the contact you are adding is from another domain (or IM service) then you will need to enter their IM ID and the address of the service to which they are registered. For example if the contact is a Google Talk contact, enter their Jabber address as *name@gmail.com*. 
At the bottom of the window there is a drop-down menu titled **Double-click action**. Notice that this is set to 'IM'. This means that when the contact is double-clicked the 3456 will open an IM session. Click **OK** to continue.

4. The new contact is displayed in the contact list. Their Presence status will not be displayed until they have acknowledged your request to add them to your list. Once they have acknowledged and accepted your request you will be able to message them.
**Adding IM Contacts to Pidgin**

As with the 3456, Pidgin organises SCS IM group contacts into their own group (named after their SCS user group, in this example the user group is called ‘IM’). General contacts that are not part of the same SCS group are placed in a group called Buddies. In the example below the majority of contacts for this particular account belong to the SCS IM group, but two of the contacts, Alex and Chris, are from domains outside the SCS and have automatically been placed in the Buddies list.

New contacts added to the SCS and placed in the instant messaging user group (named ‘IM’ in this example) will automatically be dropped into the messaging group contact list. Manually added contacts will automatically be added to the ‘Buddies’ group. To manually add a new contact:

1. Open the **Buddies** menu and select **Add Buddy**.
In the **Buddy's username** field, Enter the IM ID of the contact you wish to add. Enter IM ID *and* the address of the contact. For example if the contact is a Google Talk contact, enter their Jabber address as `name@gmail.com`. Likewise, if the contact is an SCS user, enter the user's ID followed by the host and domain name of the SCS – for example, `201@scshost.domain.com`.

2. Click **Add**.

3. A subscription request is sent to the contact that you are adding. When they acknowledge the request they will be added to your contact list. Until that point the new contact shows as **Not Authorized**.

4. When the contact acknowledges the contact request, you will be requested to authorize being added to *their* contact list. Click the **Authorize** button.
5. Once authorized, the new contact will show with a Presence status. You can now communicate with the contact by double-clicking on them.

Sometimes, depending on how a contact's profile has been created on their host system, you may find that their address is displayed in the contact list rather than their alias. This can be corrected by right-clicking on the contact and selecting **Get Info**. Pidgin will gather all information on the account and update the contact list entry with the user's alias.
Deleting Contacts

Contacts can be deleted from your client by right-clicking on the contact in question and then selecting Delete Contact (Avaya 3456) or Remove Contact (Pidgin).

You should note that if your account is a member of an SCS user group and group contacts have been selected to show in your client, when you delete contacts from your list they will only disappear for the current session; the next time you log in to the client these contacts will appear again. This is because the client gathers its contact list from the server. When you delete them from the client you are not deleting them from the server.

Contacts that are not part of your SCS user group are not controlled by the server. If you delete these contacts from your contact list they will stay deleted.

**Note:** If your account is registered with two clients, and if a deleted contact is present in both lists, it will only be removed from the current client. The deleted contact will remain in the other client (but show as offline) until you manually delete it.
Presence

Presence is the way in which user availability is reported on the IM network. All authorized contacts (except MyBuddy) within your contact list will report an availability status at all times, whether they are online or offline. In some clients online status is simply reported by a colour change in the contact’s icon (Pidgin and the 3456, for example):

In some clients more detail can be obtained by hovering the mouse cursor over the contact.
Other clients advertise contacts’ availability beneath their name. No two IM clients behave in exactly the same way; all have a slightly different approach to displaying what is essentially the same information.

Your own availability status can be controlled from within your client. Again depending on your client, this can be located in many different locations on the client interface. In the 3456 you will find a drop-down menu at the top of the interface. Open the menu and select a status.

![Image of IM client interface showing availability options]

You can select from seven preset status messages or create your own custom message by clicking on **Custom Status Message**.

The Pidgin client locates its availability menu at the bottom of the Buddy list window. As with the 3456, you can choose from a number of preset status messages or create your own by clicking on **New status**.

**Note:** Add a telephone number (along with any required prefixes) or SIP URI to your custom Presence status message to forward any calls you receive while the custom message is active. The number will be added to your own personal call forwarding plan. Note that this feature only works when your SCS IM account is online.

When forwarding to a telephone number include the prefix `tel:`; when forwarding to a SIP address, include the prefix `sip:`.

Certain SCS-related Presence settings can be configured from within the user interface. These control what happens when certain call conditions are met, based on the availability setting you select from within the IM client.

Log in to the SCS user interface and browse to **My Information>Instant Messaging** to view these settings.
The Presence options aren’t displayed by default. Click **Show Advanced Settings**.

The first option, **Phone presence in IM status**, controls whether your IM status is shown as busy when you are on a call. By default this option is enabled.

**Call info in IM status** controls whether information about the other call party is displayed when your IM status is reported as busy due to a call.
Use the **Status message** text field to create a custom ‘busy’ message. This message will show when you are on a call. By default the message is set to ‘On the phone’.

![Buddy List](image)

Tick the **Voicemail on DND** check-box to enable forwarding calls directly to voicemail when your IM client availability is set to Do Not Disturb. The default setting for this option is enabled.

**Note:** Not all clients provide a ‘Do Not Disturb’ availability setting; on some this setting is called ‘Busy’ The one thing that most clients have in common is the use of a ‘no entry’ icon 🚪 to signify that you do not want communication with any outside parties.

Click **Apply** when all settings are complete to confirm changes.
Basic Messaging

Your Instant Messaging client is capable of supporting standard, person-to-person messaging sessions and group/conference chat sessions involving multiple parties. In this short section you will learn how to initiate a basic messaging session along with how to transition from Instant Messaging to a voice call with simple text-based commands.

Initiating an IM conversation is a similar process in most clients, for the sake of this example we will use the Avaya 3456 for illustration.

Starting a Messaging Session

**Note:** You can only start a conversation with a contact that has been authorized. Contacts that have not acknowledged your contact request cannot be messaged.

1. Double-click on the contact that you would like to message.

2. The message window opens. Type your message text in the entry box at the bottom of the screen.
3. Press **Enter** (or click the **Send** button). The text is sent to the recipient. You will also see a copy of the message appear in the top section of the screen; this is where the conversation stream will appear.

4. When the recipient responds their message will appear beneath your message in the top section of the window.
5. As the conversation moves along the conversation screen will fill. You can review the conversation by using the scroll bars at anytime during the session.

Receiving Instant Messages

Different clients behave in different ways when they receive messages. For example, the Avaya 3456 will display the message directly on the screen in a new conversation window, whereas Pidgin will alert the user by a flashing notification on the Windows task bar. Responding to the message is done in
the same way as outlined in the last section. Simply type your response in the text box provided in the conversation window and press Enter.

**Instant Message Archives**

Most clients store a local archive (sometimes called a ‘Log’ or ‘Record’) of all conversations, making it possible to review the details of a conversation at a later date.

To open a message archive in the Avaya 3456, right-click on a contact and select **View Instant Message Archive** (this option will only be available for contacts with whom you have conversed).

A screen showing all conversations you have had with the contact is displayed. Each conversation is time and date stamped. You can also select other contact archives from the left-hand pane. Selected conversations are displayed in the bottom pane.
Logging must be enabled in Pidgin before conversation archives can be recorded and accessed. To enable logging in Pidgin:

1. Open the **Tools** menu and select **Preferences**.

2. Click on the **Logging** tab on the left-hand side of the screen.
3. Tick the **Log all instant messages** and **Log all chats** check boxes to enable logging for message sessions.
4. Click Close.

Messages will now be logged. To view message logs:

1. Right-click on a contact in the Buddy list and select View Log.

2. A window listing all conversations with the chosen contact is displayed. The window is split into two panes. The left-hand pane shows all
conversations listed by date. When a conversation is selected the contents of the session are displayed in the right-hand pane.
@call and @xfer

Sometimes it may be the case that an Instant Message session is insufficient to get an idea across to the other person, or a phone call may be a quicker way to achieve the desired result. You also find that sometimes you need to refer the person you are speaking with to a colleague. You can perform either of these tasks from within the IM conversation window using ‘@commands’.

These commands are not client specific, they will work from any IM client.

Transition from IM to Voice Call (@call)

1. At any time during an IM session to an SCS contact on the same domain, type @call to initiate a phone call between yourself and that person.

   Note: External numbers can also be called using the @call command. You could therefore place a call to a contact outside of the SCS domain. Simply type @call xxxxxxxxxx, where xxxxxxxxxx is the destination number including any required prefix.

2. Several things will happen: 1) your phone will begin ringing; 2) the other person will receive a message that says “name wants to talk to you – your phone will ring shortly”. Lift your receiver (or press the speakerphone button) to place the call.

3. The call will commence like any other call.

   Note: Call Forwarding rules apply to calls initiated in this fashion and will have a direct impact on which device places the call. For example, if your mobile device is included in your Forwarding rules, ‘@call’ could be entered using your mobile device’s IM client, resulting in the call being placed through the
same device.

**Note:** @call can also be used to dial other SCS contacts by their IM ID, simply type @call followed by the user’s IM ID, for example @call peter.

### Transition from IM to Transferred Call (@xfer)

1. At any time during an IM session, type @xfer followed by the destination’s extension number (e.g., @xfer 208) to transfer the other person to a colleague’s extension.

2. Two things will happen: 1) the other person will receive a message stating that “*name* is referring you to a another person – your phone will ring shortly”; 2) the other party’s phone will begin ringing. As soon as they pick up their receiver or press the speakerphone button the call will be placed to the transfer destination.

**Note:** @xfer can also be used to transfer the other IM participant to an external number. Type @xfer xxxxxxxxx, where xxxxxxxxx is the destination number including any required prefix.
Group Chat (Conference Chat)

Note: The Avaya 3456 IM client does not support SCS group chat.

As well as IM sessions with individual contacts, you can also utilize the SCS’s ‘Chat’ facility, which allows you to communicate with a number of (2 or more) contacts at one go in an Instant Message conference format.

Note: In order to utilize this feature you must have an SCS conference room assigned to your account. You will need to know the name of the room and the PIN for accessing the room. See your SCS administrator if you are unclear on any of these details.

During this section you will learn how to access your IM Chat Room, initiate a Chat session, join another user’s Chat session, transition your own Chat room into an audio conference call.

Most XMPP IM clients support chat, and in most cases the terminology is quite similar from one client to another. During this overview we will focus on the Pidgin client.

Accessing Your Chat Room

Before you can utilize the SCS Chat facility your SCS user account must be associated with a conference room – this is a unique room assigned to your user profile for conducting conference calls and IM Chat sessions. Before continuing, ensure that you know:

- The name of your conference room
- The PIN for accessing the conference room

To create a Chat room ‘contact’ in your client:

1. Open the Buddies menu and select Add Chat.
2. Enter the name of your SCS conference room in the **Room** field. This field is case-sensitive, you should therefore enter the name exactly as it appears in the SCS’s conference settings.

3. Enter the PIN assigned to the SCS conference room in the **Password** field.

4. Use the **Group** drop-down menu at the bottom of the dialogue box to select which contact group the new Chat Room will appear in.

5. Click the **Add** button.

6. The new room will be displayed in the contact list.

---

**Initiating Chat**

To start a Chat session:

1. Double-click on the Chat Room.

2. The Chat Room session opens. Initially you will be the only room occupant.
The Chat window is broken into three panes. The left-hand pane is where the conversation will display. The right-hand pane will list all users who join the Chat session. The bottom pane is where you type messages.

3. There are a number ways in which contacts can be invited to your chat room, including the Invite option found in the Chat window's Conversation menu, but perhaps the easiest way is to click and drag contacts from your contact list into the Chat window.

5. When you drop the contact in the Chat window the Invite dialogue will appear. The invitee’s address will already be entered. Insert text in Message field if necessary and then click Invite.
6. The recipient of the invite will appear in the Chat room when they have accepted the invite.

To communicate with everybody in the Chat Room simply enter text in the text-entry field at the bottom of the window and press Enter.

As in a normal Instant Messaging windows, you can use the scroll bars to review the conversation. Chats can also be logged in the same way as one-to-one Instant Messaging sessions for later review.

**Joining a Chat**

Sometimes it may be the case that you need to join a Chat session without an invite prompt. This is done in the following way:

1. Open the Buddies menu and select Join a Chat.
2. Enter the name of the Chat Room that you would like to join – this is the name of the conference room assigned to the user by the SCS administrator. The room owner should be able to advise you of this.

3. Enter a ‘Handle’ or alias – the name that other participants in the room will see.

4. Enter the PIN assigned to the room – the room owner will have to advise you of this if one has been set.

5. Click Join.

**Note:** Some clients provide a list of available Chat rooms. If you are unsure of the name of the Chat room you are looking for, open the list and browse to the room you would like to enter.

In Pidgin:

1. Open the **Buddies** menu and click on **Join a Chat**.
2. Click on **Room List**.
3. Click on **Find Rooms** to search the SCS conference server for chat rooms.

4. Highlight the chat room you would like to join and then click on **Join**.

**Note:** If the chat room you are attempting to join has been configured with a password you will not be able to join in this manner, in which case you can join via the ‘Join a Chat’ dialogue accessed from the **Buddies** menu or by responding to an invite from the room owner.

To communicate with everybody in the Chat Room simply enter text in the text-entry field at the bottom of the window and press **Enter**.

As in a normal Instant Messaging window, you can use the scroll bars to review the conversation. Chats can also be logged in the same way as one-to-one Instant Messaging sessions for later review.

**@conf**

**Note:** For full guidance on the SCS conference facility, see the *Conferencing* guide.
In the ‘Basic Messaging’ section of this guide you saw how to transition from a basic messaging session to a phone call using the @call command to initiate a call between the two parties involved in the session. A similar command can be used to invoke a conference call between all the participants of a Chat session.

**Note:** Only the owner of a Chat Room can invoke a conference call using @conf.

At any time during a Chat session, type `@conf`. Your phone and the phones of all the other participants will ring. When the calls are answered you will all be joined together in a conference call.

**Note:** Call Forwarding rules apply to calls initiated in this fashion and will have a direct impact on which device places the call. For example if your mobile device is included in your Forwarding rules `@conf` could be entered using your mobile device’s IM client resulting in the call being placed through the same device.

Another use of the @conf command is `@conf SCS group name`, where ‘SCS group name’ is the name of the user’s SCS Instant Messaging group. This has the effect of incorporating all members of the Instant Messaging group into a conference call without first inviting them all to the chat room.
At any time during a Chat session type @conf followed by the group name. You should note that group names are case-sensitive.

**MyBuddy Conference Controls**

When your Chat session transitions to a conference call a new IM session to ‘MyBuddy’ will open in a new tab or window (depending on your client).

MyBuddy, discussed at greater length in the ‘MyBuddy’ section later in this guide, is an automated IM contact that can be used to control calls and call notifications.

As the other participants in the call begin arriving in the conference MyBuddy will notify you via desktop popups (popups are dependent on the type of client used).

The same notifications will also appear in your MyBuddy IM window:
From this point the conference call is the same as any other SCS-based conference call. However, you can control certain aspects of the conference via MyBuddy with several useful conferencing commands. Type the following commands directly into the MyBuddy session window:

- **Who** – Type *who* to see a list of all conference call participants. Each conference participant is assigned a participant number. These numbers are used to identify participants when using other commands such as ‘disconnect’ and ‘mute’.
- **Mute** – Use the ‘mute’ command to mute a participant’s microphone so that they cannot speak into the conference. To use the mute command type *mute* followed by a participant number, e.g., *mute 1*.
- **Unmute** – Use the ‘unmute’ command to restore a participant’s microphone so that they can speak into the conference. To use the unmute command, type *unmute* followed a participant number, e.g., *unmute 1*.
- **Disconnect** – Type disconnect followed by a participant number to disconnect that person from the conference call. You should note that when a participant is disconnected from a conference call they remain in the Chat room. They can be reconnected to the conference call via the ‘conference’ command, see later in this list.
- **Disconnect All** – Disconnect all, as the name suggests, ends the conference call by disconnecting all participants. As with ‘disconnect’, even though the conference call is ended, all participants will remain in the Chat window until the session is ended. Type *disconnect all*.
- **Lock** – Lock closes the conference call to all new participants. Just type *lock*.
- **Unlock** – Unlock opens a locked conference, thereby allowing access to new arrivals. Type *unlock*.
- **Conference** – Type *conference* followed by an extension number to invite an SCS user to a conference. The user’s phone will ring, when they answer the call they will be placed into conference.
MyBuddy

MyBuddy is a notification and command interface that can be used in conjunction with any XMPP-based messaging client. It can be added to your contact list like any other contact (or Buddy) and like any other contact it can send and receive messages to and from your IM account.

In the previous section, 'Group Chat', you saw how MyBuddy can be used to control certain conference call functions from an Instant Message client. But MyBuddy can be used for a wider range of functions than just conference calls. For example, with MyBuddy active in your contact list you will receive notifications when callers are leaving messages in your voicemail inbox, you can then send commands via MyBuddy to either listen to or intercept the message while the caller is leaving it.

During this section you will learn how to:

- Add MyBuddy to your contact list
- Initiate a call using MyBuddy
- Identify users on the SCS
- Viewed missed calls
- Listen to and pickup voicemail messages
- Add MyBuddy to an external IM account for remote notifications and call control

Adding MyBuddy to an IM Contact List

Depending on how your IM account has been configured, you may or may not be able to see the MyBuddy contact in your client’s contact list.
If you cannot see the MyBuddy contact you can add it manually in the following way:

1. Log in to the SCS user interface and navigate to the **My Information** screen.

2. Click on **My Buddy**.

3. Click the **MyBuddy** button at the top of the screen to enable the MyBuddy contact in your client’s contact list.

4. While this screen is open, take a moment to configure notification settings.
The four check-box options found on this screen dictate whether or not specific conferencing or voicemail events are relayed to your Instant Messaging client by MyBuddy.

- **Conference Entry IM** – Enable this option to have MyBuddy notify you via your IM client when a participant joins your conference.
- **Conference Exit IM** - Enable this option to have MyBuddy notify you via your IM client when a participant leaves your conference.
- **Voicemail Start IM** – Enable this option to have MyBuddy notify you via your IM client when a caller starts leaving a message in your voicemail inbox. While the caller is leaving the message you can use MyBuddy to break in and either listen to the message as it is left, or speak to the caller. See the sections on ‘Listen’ and ‘Pickup’ later in this section.
- **Voicemail End IM** - Enable this option to have MyBuddy notify you via your IM client when a caller starts leaving a message in your voicemail inbox.

5. Click **Apply** when you are ready to continue.

Alternatively, MyBuddy can be added to your contact list using your client’s ‘Add Contact’ facility, in the same way that you would add any other contact. When asked for the contact’s address or name enter:

```
MyBuddy@scshost.scsdomain.com
```

where scshost.scsdomain are the host and domain name of your SCS – MyBuddy is case sensitive. Enter an alias (or handle in some clients) of MyBuddy.

Depending on your client, you may find that you need to log out, and log back in before MyBuddy shows in your list.

### Using MyBuddy

As you have already seen in the previous section, certain notification settings must be configured before MyBuddy can notify you of call activity, but how do *you* communicate with MyBuddy? By opening a chat session with MyBuddy, in the same way that you would any other contact in your IM contact list.

Simply double-click on the MyBuddy contact to initiate an IM session.
Help

The easiest way to find out what commands can be used with MyBuddy, type `help` and press Enter. MyBuddy will respond with a complete list of available commands.

To find out the parameters that can be used with each command, type `help` followed by a command – for example, `help call`. MyBuddy will display a list of parameters relevant to the command and an overview of how the command works.
Notifications

Note: Notifications will only work if they are enabled in your SCS account’s MyBuddy options. See ‘Adding MyBuddy to an IM Contact List’ for instructions on how to enable/disable MyBuddy notifications.

When your IM client is open, MyBuddy will notify you of voicemail and conference events by opening a message window and displaying alerts.

Conference alerts are purely informational. For example, if another party performs an @conf during a Chat session, your IM client will inform you that you have been invited to a conference call. If you are the conference owner then MyBuddy will inform you of participant arrivals and departures during the call.

See the section on ‘Group Chat’ for guidance on initiating conference calls from within a Chat window.
Voicemail alerts are slightly different because MyBuddy provides a facility for responding in a couple of ways: you can listen to the message as it is left, or you can intercept the caller and pick up the call.

When a caller begins leaving a voicemail, MyBuddy will alert you via your IM client.

You can choose to:

1. Not respond, in which case when the caller finishes leaving the message, or hangs up without leaving a message, MyBuddy will inform you.

2. Listen to the message as it is left. Simply type listen and press Enter as a response to MyBuddy’s notification. When your phone rings, answer the call to listen to the message as it is left.
3. Finally, you can elect to break in and **pickup** the call while the caller is leaving the message. This effectively stops the message being left and initiates a normal call between both parties. Type `pickup` and press **Enter** in response to MyBuddy’s notification. Your phone will ring. Answer the call to be transferred to a call between you and the caller.

---

**Call**

The ‘call’ command can be used to initiate a phone call from any of the contact numbers listed against your own personal profile – e.g., your ‘work’ number, ‘home’ number, ‘cell’ number, etc. This is particularly useful in areas abroad that have a ‘call party pays’ billing system. By using the ‘call’ command through MyBuddy you effectively ensure that the call is placed through the SCS and not directly through your cell phone. The system will call your phone first, when you pick up the call will be placed. Type **help call** for a full overview of this command.

**Note:** Calls made using MyBuddy will be subject to your SCS account’s calling permissions.
When you use the ‘call command’ you must specify a destination name or number and a number from which the call should be placed – for example, your work number, home number, or cell number.

**Note:** In order to dial from ‘home’, ‘work’, or ‘cell’ numbers you must have these fields populated in the My Information> Contact Information SCS user portal screen, see the *End User* guide for more on setting personal contact information.

To initiate a call:

Enter a complete phrase – for example *call 200 from work* and press Enter. Your own phone will ring first. Life the receiver or press the speakerphone button. As soon as you answer this first call the call to the destination will be placed.

Alternatively, you can ‘spoon-feed’ MyBuddy the ‘call’ request:

1. Type **call** and press Enter.
2. When MyBuddy responds, enter the name or number of the destination.
3. Finally, tell MyBuddy which number you would like to dial the destination from.
**Missed**

MyBuddy can provide you with a list of all missed calls within the last twenty-four hours. Open an IM session with MyBuddy and type `missed`. 
As you can see from the above example, the missed call list not only shows who called and when, it also shows their current call availability (if known for the contact; PSTN numbers will not show Presence information).

To view missed calls older than the last day, type `missed` followed by a number to denote how many days back you would like to view. For example `missed 4`.

**Find**

The ‘find’ command is a useful tool for searching the system Phonebook. MyBuddy will report contacts’ Presence availability (if it is known), and if they are on a call it will display the name or number of the person to whom they are speaking. Type `find` followed by the name or extension of a contact. For example `find mary`. 
Configuring MyBuddy on a Remote IM Service

Like any other contact, MyBuddy can be added to an Instant Messaging client’s contact list to enable communication between it and the registered user of the client. Depending on the configuration of your SCS network (see the system administrator) you may be able to add your SCS contacts, including MyBuddy, to a third party IM service contact list to allow contact outside of the SCS network.

An obvious application for this is a mobile user who utilizes a service such as Google Talk on a mobile device – such as a Blackberry, Palm Pre, or iPhone. By adding MyBuddy as a contact on your mobile contact list the SCS will be able to notify you of call activity; not only that, you will be able to use the range of MyBuddy commands to initiate calls, search the phonebook, view missed calls, and intercept voicemails left in your SCS voicemail inbox.

In this short section we will explore configuring MyBuddy as a contact in Google Talk.

**Enabling Your Alternative IM Address**

Before you can synchronize your SCS IM contacts with a third party IM service you will need to notify the SCS of the alternative IM account you intend to utilize. This is done in the following way:

1. Log in to the SCS user interface and navigate to **My Information**.

2. On the **Contact Information** screen scroll down to the **Alternate IM** field. Enter the full address of your alternative IM account – for example **jsmith@gmail.com**

**Note:** Gmail accounts must be created via the Google website.
3. Click the **Save** button.

4. Now add your SCS contacts to your alternate IM service.

**Note:** While it is perfectly feasible to configure MyBuddy as a contact via a mobile device’s IM client interface, you may find it easier to log in to the same account on a PC or laptop client for the purpose of adding the contact. In this example I will configure a MyBuddy contact through Google Talk’s own client.

To add MyBuddy to a third party IM service contact list:

1. Log in to the account using your preferred client.

2. Open the client’s ‘Add Contact’ dialogue.

3. Enter the address of MyBuddy, including the host and domain name of the SCS, for example *MyBuddy@scshost.scsdomain.com*. 
Note: MyBuddy is case-sensitive and should be entered with an upper case ‘M’ and ‘B’.

4. Confirm the contact by clicking OK/Apply (depending on your chosen client).

5. MyBuddy should be automatically authorized as a contact, and should therefore appear in your contact list immediately.

6. Test the connection to MyBuddy by opening an IM session to it and typing a command – for example ‘find’.

7. Log in to the third party IM service on your mobile device. MyBuddy should show as a contact.

8. Test your connection by opening MyBuddy and entering a command – ‘call’ for example.
Note: To minimize typing on your mobile device you can enter MyBuddy commands in short form. For example, instead of typing ‘who’ you could enter ‘wh’. You simply need to ensure that enough characters are entered to enable MyBuddy to recognize the command.
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- SCS 4.0 End User Guide
- SCS 4.0 Troubleshooting Task Based Guide